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The party's current reorganization reflects two basic 
factional positions. The principal faction is grouped 
around Chief Minister Sathpathy and a substantial 
number of party and government figures who want to 
strengthen India's economic and political relations with 
the Soviet Union and socialist countries and immediately 
integrate the countly into treaty arrangements with 
Europe and the middle east. 

This grouping relies heavily on close collaboration with 
the pro-Soviet Communist Party of India (CPI) to 

implement Gandhi's economic program. In the past 
three months, this political tendency has sent nume1'OUS 
delegations to the mideast and Europe in search 01 oil
for-technology deals involving independent oil 
companies in the -exploration of th-e newly found rich oil 
fields off the west coast of India. The Soviet Union has 
responded to these overtures, and last week fonnaUy 
offered India the sale of 5.5 million tons of crude oUin a 
barter exchange for Indian iron and steel exports. The 
Soviet offer, which would come in 1 million ton 

allotments per year, has conveniently cushioned the 
immediate effect the OPEC oil price increase would have 
on the Indian economy and has p1"Ovided the pro
development forces in India with a concrete issue to build 
support for Indo-So.viet trade. 

The Zero-Growth Opposition 

Opposing the pro-growth forces is the landlord and 
business alliance led by the Birla financial group. The 
Birla group funds and backs the Congress Party and is 
currently conducting a major campaign to reduce the 
role of the public sector in India's heavy industries. The 
Birla zero-gro\.Vth, austerity policy emerged after a 
series of meetings with Orville Freeman, former U.S. 
Agricultural Secretary and one of Jimmy Carter's top 
advisors for policy on South Asia, and Robert 
MacNamara, president of the World Bank who visited 
India in October. Essentially, the Birla group wants to 
turn India into another "Brazilian miracle" - an 
economy primarily based on strict labor discipline and 
drastic reductions in the standard of living of the working 
class, combined with huge exports that can be helped 
along by the participation of U.S. multinationals in 
India's public sector. On repeated occasions the Carter 
advisors have offered India not only more aid, as 
MacNamara publicly tOld Indian journalists, but bigger 
export markets in both Europe and U.s. for India's 
intermediate technological goods. 

Although Prime Minister Gandhi's position is known to 
be closer to the Sathpathy group and include a solid 
commitment to the Indo-Soviet Friendship Treaty, her 
son, Sanjay Gandhi, is reportedly tied to the Birla 
financial interests and through them to the policies of the 
Ford Foundation and World Bank. 

How the Faction Fight Developed 

The conflicts within the Congress Party first appeared 
in public Oct. 2 with the resignation of Wadud Khan, a 
former socialist and chairman of the Steel Authority of 
India (SAIL). Khan is known to be a chief proponent of 
Soviet collaboration in the public-sector expansion of 
India's steel industry. The policy differences inside the 
Congress surfaced again in November 1975 at the All-
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India Congress Committee (AICC) annual conference. 
Prior to the conference, industrialist G.D. Birla had 
spent a month· touring the U.S., and then met with 
Freeman and MacNamara in India. The leading Indian 
daily, Patriot, reported Oct. 30 that the meetings 
involved decisions on U.S. aid to India, possibly by 
opening up new markets for India's exports . 

. At the party conference, the right-wing tendencies in 
the party linked to the Birla group, as well as India's 
pseudo-socialists delivered major speeches attacking all 
the Congress Party leaders who collaborated with the 
CPI to implement the domestic economic program. The 
2O-point program includes various popular demands that 

Gandhi has made govel'ltlDent policy, such as 
moratorium on peasant debt, land reform, and other 
benefits for the workin. class and peasantry. The right
wing grossly distorted the Prime Minister's 
programmatic presentation and turned it against the left 
wing of the party. In an attempt to bring about some 
compromise Gandhi called for unity and an end to 
"outside intervention into the party." 

At the state level, the Congress feud spilled into print 
two weeks ago in Orissa where Sathpathy, a party figure 
who . has openly collaborated with the CPI in the 
implementation of economic policies, resigned as chief 
minister after tremendous pressure was placed on her 
cabinet. The Indian press reports that the major figures 
calling for ber resignation were particularly enraged by 
Sathpathy's refusal to abide bya compromise formula 
that would have cooled relations with the CPl. A new 
chief minister was appointed by the party to take office 
Jan. 28. 

Another state-level confrontation had been simmering 
for a month in West Bengal and was resolved last week 
when Chief Minister Siddartha Shankar Ray arrived in 
New Delhi to hold talks with Gandhi and Congress 
President D.K. Borooah. Ray, Gandhi, and Borooah 
jointly agreed to a formula whereby he will give up 
control of the state interior ministry portfolio in 
exchange for control of the development ministry. Ray, 
however, held on to his poistion as the acknowledged 
leader of the Bengal Youth Congress, a role which he 
had come under increasing pressure to give up to Sanjay 
Gandhi. Ray is known to oppose the World Bank policies 
for turning Calcutta into the center of labor-intensive 
agriculture and chief industrial export center. 

The third state subjected to pressure from the national 
Birla faction is Kerala, a southern state that has been the 
traditional stronghold of the CPI and the Congress Party. 
As a result of CPI strength, Kerala is the only state 
throughout India that has fully implemented the 
government's 2O-point economic program and is now 
introducing state farms. The state Congress Party 
chairman, P.C. Anthony., asserted Dec. 23 that despite 
national political differences, the Kerala coalition 
governm'8llt will not be hamstrung. 

The Role of SanJay Gandhi 

The confrontation nationally and on the state level 
between the Birla forces and the pro-socialist grouping 
has involved as a major point of contention, the role of 
Gandhi's son, Sanjay. Since the beginning of 1976, Sanjay 
was splashed into political prominence by the Birla 
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forces. He adopted a "five point program" that includes 
family planning, tree planting, slum clearance, and a 
campaign against illiteracy and the dowry system - a 
program that nearly duplicates the World Bank 
proposals and that has the approval of the Ford 
Foundation. On numerous occasions Sanjay encouraged 
the family planning program in the form of mass 
sterilizations throughout the country. 

Reliable sources within India have indicated that 
despite the extensive Western press buildup of an 
emerging political role for Sanjay Gandhi, his "star" 
revolves. purely around his name. The Gandhi name is 
most closely associated in India with Indira's father 
Jawaharlal Nehru, the founder of the nonaligned 
movement and the most devastating critic of peasant 
backwardness. Ironically Nehru's grandson Sanjay has 
made a peasant-based India his model, 

In an attempt to stabilize the situation, Indian Prime 
Minister Indira Gandhi herself addressed the 
proccupations of the left in a major speech Dec. 24: "ge 
(Sanjay) is too much of a small fry (to bother with) 
because he is not going to be prime minister or president 
or anything like that." She took exception, however, to 
the view of the CPI, stating, "They say they support me 
but there can be no greater insult than to say that I could 
be infiuenced by reactionaries or anybody else. If I am 
such a person who is so influenced, I have no business to . 
be prime minister of this great country." 

The CPI Mobilizes 

In response to the turmoil in the Congress Party, the 
CPI has mobilized its entire working class and peasant 
base around Prime Minister Gandhi's economic 
program, giving the left Congress faction critical support 
in states where they are weak. In addition, the CPI 
introduced a new five-point program: the nationalizat.ion 
of the Jute, textile and sugar industries now controlled by 
Birla interests; the reinstatement of worker bonuses 
frozen for over a year; and concrete government action 

to ensure that prices are kept down by nationalizing 
distribution of vital commodities like grain. Aware that 
their program can be implemented only in a growing 
world economy, the CPI has adopted the economic and 
political documents discussed at the August Nonaligned 
summit as their major organizing material. 

The most significant mobilization to date by the CPI 
has been its attack on the Ford Foundation-prompted 

. sterilization drive. "The struggle against Malthusianism 
is an integral part of the struggle for peace in the world 
today," the party declared in an editorial entitled "U.S. 

Gov't and PO'pulation Control." Evoking the polemics 
Karl Marx used to discredit Parson Malthus in the 1800s, 
the editorial charges that zero growth policy is a 
"product of bankrupt bourgeois economics" that 
postulates that human resources are limited. The main 
zero. growth advocates are the Rockefellers, the 
Carnegie Foundation, and General Motors, the editorial 
concluded, which have funded nearly every existing 
population control program. 

Dropping the usual diplomatic niceties, the CPI for the 
first time linked the Sanjay Gandhi's five-point program 
directly to the World Bank strategy for India. "There is a 
one-point program being implemented today. It is 
sterilization. Family planning is being implemented in 
the very same terms demanded by the World Bank." 
Putting added pressure on Indira Gandhi to make an 
open break with the World Bank, the CPI announced that 
it will hold nationwide demonstrations J an.l. 

Prime Minister Gandhi expressed an accurate 
understanding of what is at stake and what decisions are 
immediately in front of her, last week where she 
addressed tens of thousands of textile workers: "The 
working class will get its fair share. A bonus formula will 
be worked out to remove the injustice done to the 
working class. The working class and the peasantry must 
be the primary beneficiaries of the economic program of 
India." 
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